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We shall have to bring this matter ............ at the next meeting.

out about up off

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A ................... is a person who deliberately causes damage to property.

vandal burglar mugger spy

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When you... you become angry.

keep your temper fly into a temper

fling your hat up in the air cut a poor figure

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

She used to be thin, but she has .............. a lot.

carried away carried out carried off filled out

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Shawn Kelvin was very couragous in his life and faced difficulties without fear. He ..............

put his hand to the plow took the bull by the horns

had a chicken heart edged his way through the crowd

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Big Liam's voice was as hoarse as a ...................... when he tried to belittle Shawn Kelvin.

lark crow lamb bear

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The opposite for the word "brutal"  is ..............

kind strange free naked

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The war was lost because of the shortage of ....................

miracle intrusion fare munitions

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Everyone was asleep when I returned so I had to ............... to my room without making a noise.

creep trudge stroll wander

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When Susan's cat was killed by a car, she ..................... tears and began to sob.

paid in sighed with licked up burst into

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The road was slippery and the car ................ dangerously whenever I applied the brakes.

swayed skidded lurched jolted

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As he approached the forest, a starving .............. of wolves attacked his horse.

herd band pack group

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of these will help you to see in the dark?

lantern pistol watch holster

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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If you lose something you generally ................

look for it looking it up look it over for look at it under

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

No one in his ................ would have practically done such a thing.

life mind reason senses

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Large ships in the port are kept in place with heavy iron ...............

bolts chains ropes nails

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We must ............... with our work. (= Go on)

hold out blow up push on draw back

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He may have deceived you, but he did not take me .........

in after up over

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You had better watch your ................ with the manager today. He is in a bad mood.

sky ways step manner

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

............ is a novel by Oscar Wilde that became a masterpiece of the 19th century in English

Literature.

The Picture of Dorian Gray Look back in Anger

The Black Soul The Voice of the City

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is no use crying over ............. milk.

burnt tinned spilt curdled

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The oil ............. out of the well in large quantities.

poured gushed dripped steamed

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Several companies have now withdrawn from the American market, having ...................

get off the ground their opposite numbers

an independent line got their fingers burnt

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We .............. when we are bored or tired.

yawn sigh snore pant

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The sniper took off his cap and placed it over the ............. of his rifle.

gleam recoil muzzle trigger

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They run a medical scheme ........... the benefit of their employees.

on for at in

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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His name is on the ............... of my tongue.

edge tip point top

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Are you trying to pull the ............. over my eyes?

cover cotton wool glasses

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He had butterflies in his stomack. He was ............

tired idealistic sick nervous

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When the teacher asked who had broken the window, all the boys ..............

assumed an air of innocence had a whale of a time

had bats in the belfry got the bird

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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